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overall, emanuar feels that people shouldn't have to spend years studying the nes game to
beat the hack. he wants players to be able to instantly learn the game's controls without
much preparation. players might still spend months studying frogger before they feel
comfortable enough to play the hack. but he did want players to have a fun time and
explore some of the more technical puzzles. this, emanuar believes, would have taken far
longer to do with the nintendo game. emanuar's newest project is, of course, last impact.
but he has plenty of other things on his plate, including the release of super mario 64:
ocarina of time chaos edition. fans are already excited about the prospect of playing
through the latest version of the game with the new tricks in hand. emanuar is a student at
simon fraser university, but the university doesn't have a rom hacker club. so, he decided
to start one. this hack, he said, is the first in a long time that he's made that people will
actually be able to play. emanuar said that a few times he got anxious while playing super
mario 64: ocarina of time. and then he'd find himself thinking about his hack. so he'd play
the game, just to relax. i think this is where the connection between me and super mario
64 comes from. i love hacking and i love nintendo games. they're what make me happy. i
don't know why i get anxious when playing super mario 64, but when i get anxious, it's
because i'm thinking about my mod, he said. i'm happy when i'm playing super mario 64
and i'm thinking about my mod.
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chaos edition was released with five different versions of the game: saved: the original
unmodified game. can be played on its own if one has the rom file. saved+user: the

original game saved with the user's own custom files. unsaved+users: the original game
with all the user's custom files. chaos+user: the original game modified by the user's

custom files. chaos+unsaved: the original game modified by the user's custom files. it's
hard to say which version of the game is the most fun. it's definitely a toss up between the
chaos+user and the chaos+unsaved versions. the latter introduces a much bigger variety
of custom cheats than the former. with the chaos+unsaved version, you can do things like
make mario jump over all the blocks, turn the music up as loud as it will go and hold onto
the shoulder buttons so the game thinks the player is pressing them down. it's also worth

noting that saved+user and chaos+user can be played with the original game and its
score, music and graphics exactly as they were meant to be experienced. the chaos+user

version will offer a new experience with custom graphics and soundtrack, but will not share
the original save files. it's possible to actually play the entire game for free in the ocarina

of time show. it's a live youtube broadcast of a single playthrough of the game. mario plays
through the game from start to finish, facing the same challenges he did during his first
adventure. while he is in the house, he talks to koopa the clown and falls asleep on the

beanbag chair. at the end, he plays the final level on the game boy. 5ec8ef588b
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